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American Indian Celebration shares culture 
By Beth Yanez 
STAFF WRITER 
For its third consecutive year, USD hosted the Ameri­can Indian Celebration on April 17 to 18 on the west 
side of campus on the Olin 
Hall parking lot and the Joan B. Kroc 
Festival Stage. 
The event boasted award-winning 
artists from Arizona, New Mexico and 
throughout California. Ironic to the 
Native American culture and value of 
rain, the artists fought heavy showers 
that eventually forced them to close 
down their booths on Saturday in hopes 
of better sales on Sunday. 
The annual celebration is unlike any 
other in the San Diego area. The art­
work was juried by highly experienced 
Board members of the celebration. 
The Board of the event also included 
professors from the Religious Studies, 
History and Anthropology departments. 
Other members were volunteers, col­
lectors and members of the Council for 
American Indian Arts and Culture, an 
educator, and a researcher. Finally, USD 
alumnus Anna DeYoung '03, acted as 
this year's program coordinator. 
An Anthropology major herself, 
DeYoung started as a student volunteer 
for the first year of the event and the next 
year took on the position as Volunteer 
Coordinator. 
"The purpose of the Celebration is to 
not only raise awareness of the fine arts 
and culture of the American Indians, 
but to also provide economic oppor­
tunity for the artists," DeYoung said. 
"We want to start a trend in Southern 
California- hopefully an attraction that 
builds each year." 
This year's event showcased artwork 
from a variety of tribes, the most rep­
resented being the Navajo tribe. Ster­
ling silver jewelry, beadwork, pottery, 
paintings, and sculptures were the most 
popular this year. 
Those who attended also had the 
chance to try the traditional Navajo fry 
bread and watch the Spirit Eagle danc­
ers perform. An addition to this year's 
celebration was the Village of Cosoy in 
front of La Paloma. 
"The Village of Cosoy is actually 
representative of the land that Indians 
inhabited stretching from the Mission 
Valley area to where USD sits," DeY­
oung said. "It is often overlooked when 
studying San Diego Native American 
Indians and it was a stronghold for at 
least 100 years because it was highly 
populated." 
This year, the addition of the Village 
Dancers in traditional dress perform in front of the 
crowd at last weekend's event. 
BETH YANEZ 
and the story-telling by Abel Silvas 
added to the educational focus that the 
Board pushed for. The Board mem­
bers, specifically those involved in the 
Council for American Indian Arts and 
Culture, want to work up an interest in 
the culture and art so that eventually an 
American Indian Studies department 
may be established at USD. 
"We want to help USD accomplish 
its goals to diversify the campus," said 
Susan Peinado, board member and 
Council member. "By having events like 
the Celebration and arranging Sherman 
Alexie's visit, we raise awareness.. .and 
for [these events] to be successful and an 
advantage to USD, the USD community 
Please see Celebration, page 2 
JACKIE JONES 
President Lyons met with students Monday night 
in Palomar Lounge. Lyons answered questions 
and asked students for their feedback about 
issues concerning students. 
Creative Writing Center 
honors USD graduate 
By Joe Jackson 
STAFF WRITER 
On April 13, USD dedicated its new Cre­ative Writing Cen­ter in honor of 1998 
USD graduate Lind­
say Joanne Cropper. 
Cropper died in an accident in 
September of 2000. A very promis­
ing writer at the time of her death, 
she was working as a book critic at 
the San Diego Union Tribune. 
Cropper was an avid English 
student during her time at USD and 
worked as a tutor in the school's 
Writing Center. Professor of Eng­
lish Cynthia Caywood described her 
as a student who was proud of her 
opinions in class and "owned her 
education." 
Her parents, Barrie and Dorothy 
Cropper, donated money to USD in 
order to renovate Founders 190A into a 
room completely dedicated to creative 
writing. They also gave money to the 
English department to hire famous writ­
ers to come in and hold workshops every 
year in the center. 
A poetry writing workshop will be 
available in the center this fall. The 
workshop will be led by three well-
known poets. 
USD will be hosting one poet per 
month for the months of September, 
October and November. Each will 
hold weekend workshops with a small 
number of students. Dr. Fred Robinson, 
head of the English department, said, 
"We have enough money to get really 
Please see Writing, page 2 
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by USD students and funded by revenues 
generated through advertisement and a 
student fee. Advertising material published 
Is for informational purposes only and is 
not to be construed as an expressed or 
Implied endorsement or verification of such 
commercial venues by the staff or University. 
The Vista office Is located In the lower level 
of the University Center, room 114B. 
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Opinions expressed In The Vista other than 
unsigned editorials are the opinions of the 
writers or columnists and not necessarily 
those of The Vista Staff. 
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words and must be signed. For identification 
purposes, USD ID numbers and writer's year 
must be Included in the letter. The Vista re­
serves the right to edit published letters. Any 
content sent to the editor will be considered 
for publlctlon unless otherwise stated. 
P U B L I C  S A F E T Y  
R E P O R T  
Near San Rafael 
Noise disturbance 
by a large group of 
individuals playing 
loud music in their 
vehicles. 
San Miguel- A 19 inch 
television was report­
ed stolen from the 
third floor lounge. 
Manchester Village 
Fire alarm caused by 
cooking. 
Malier HaU A "kid­
die pool" full of water 
was thrown over the 
balcony. 
M&her Hall- False fire 
alarm. 
Malier Hall RA re­
quested Public Safety 
assistance with a MIP 
incident. 
Malier Hall- RA re­
sponded to loud music 
and cited several stu­
dents for MIP. 
Palomar Hall- Six stu­
dents cited for MIP. 
San Luis- Student found 
intoxicated, transported 
to Detox. 
San Miguel- Intoxicated 
male reported wander­
ing around third floor. 
Bahia Loma- Report of 
suspicious person trying 
to sell candy to Valley 
residents. Subject was 
removed from campus. 
San Rafael- RA re­
quested Public Safety 
assistance in regards 
to an intoxicated male 
student. 
San Rafael- Two stu­
dents cited for posses­
sion of marijuana para­
phernalia and alcohol. 
Immaculata Parking 
Lot- Two students cited 
for MIP. 
Missions A- Seven stu­
dents cited for MIP. 
Main Parking Struc­
ture- Three students 
cited for MIP. 
East Campus Road-
While officers were 
conducting a DUI evalu­
ation, a passenger in 
the vehicle appeared 
intoxicated and unable 
to care for herself and 
was taken to Detox. 
Knolls- Student trans­
ported to Detox. 
Immaculata A sus­
picious person was 
reported to Public 
Safety, and described 
as possibly homeless. 
He was removed from 
campus. 
San Rafael- Public 
Safety responded to 
a noise complaint, 
confiscated a keg and 
cited 8 students for 
MIP. 
San Rafael- Student 
cited for possession of 
marijuana. 
Vtetas East Lot- Non-
student cited for pos-
session of marijuana 
and paraphernalia. 
Correction 
"Reasons not to re­
elect Bush include for­
eign policy and liberties" 
in the Opinion section 
(April 15, 2004) mistak­
enly noted that tax cuts 
were affecting middle 
and low class families 
who "are already los­
ing jobs to the tune of 
$100,000 a month." The 
sentence should have 
read " 100,000 a month," 
as it refers to the number 
of people who lost their 
jobs. 
cont. from Celebration, p. 1 
has to be fully supportive." 
Although the artists were 
unable to sell on Saturday af­
ternoon due to the heavy rain, 
Sunday drew in many San Di-
egans and USD students. 
"I was very impressed with 
all the artwork, especially the 
leather purses with beadwork 
and the earrings with a modem 
flare," Morgan Combs, '07, 
said. "Recently I read the book 
Reservation Blues by Sher­
man Alexie, in my literature 
class and it was great to see the 
culture through the event. Fry 
bread was huge in the book, and 
I had the chance to try some!" 
Words from the desk 
Elyse wants to know what's up 
As Jenny, the news editor, 
was looking at this week's 
Public Safety Report, she no­
ticed that something was not 
quite right. 
"Seriously you guys what 
is going on?!?" Jenny said as 
she feverishly worked. 
If you take a look at the 
report, pay extra special, close 
attention to April 18, which 
happens to be a Sunday. Yes, 
a Sunday, the day of rest or 
the Sabbath if you will. Also, 
apparently the day that USD 
students get wasted. 
There were 20 MIPs, two of 
which were at the Immaculata. 
On the seventh day, we obvi­
ously didn't get enough wine at 
church. 
Two people were sent to 
the drunk tank. There was one 
person, deemed a suspicious 
person, who was hanging out 
near the Immaculata and was 
probably a USD alumnus— 
perhaps a former resident of 
San Raf down in the Val. Can't 
you just leave the Imac alone? 
Show some respect people. 
There was a keg in San Raf. 
"What the jank?" Craig said. 
That's right, what the jank 
were they thinking? Also one 
person in San Raf was cited for 
possession of Marijuana. 
Who needs Saturday night 
when you've got Sunday? 
Not USD. # r r i 
cont. from Writing, p. 1 
really good poets." 
The English department's 
new course description cata­
logue describes how the work­
shop will be run: "Students will 
meet with the poets on a Friday, 
the poet will give a public read­
ing on a Friday night, and the 
poet will hold a workshop on a 
Saturday." 
There will be competition 
to get into the workshop due to 
the small number of students 
allowed into the workshop. 
Students who want to enter must 
submit a poetry sample to the 
English department in the fall. 
Dr. Robinson said that the 
center would also be open as a 
lounge for students to work on 
writing when the workshops 
were not taking place. "There 
will be laptop hookups for 
students to use to write," said 
Robinson, "but hopefully some 
people will use the traditional 
style of writing, with a pen and 
paper, too." 
About the Cropper's decision 
to donate money to the school for 
this type of center, Barrie Crop­
per said, "We originally wanted 
to give a scholarship, but that 
would only have touched the 
life of one student. We wanted 
to affect many students' lives, 
as our daughter had." 
The center will be open for 
the rest of this semester as a 
lounge for students who want 
to use it. 
work for the vista 
email 
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Course numbering 
confuses students 
By Corinne Hirsch 
STAFF WRITER 
A campus-wide computer change has 
made it necessary for a new class num­
bering system which was implemented 
during registration for fall 2004. 
The computer system, called "Ora­
cle," was brought about to replace the 
old program and to unify the many de­
partments at USD. 
The four-digit department codes were 
developed to mirror most other universi­
ties. The lower division classes will be 
numbered as 100 to 299 and the upper 
will be numbered as 300 to 400. 
This will help students understand 
which classes they should be taking 
depending on their year in school. The 
business school has been divided into 
its sub departments such as marketing 
and finance. 
According to Pauline Berryman, as­
sistant dean of the college of arts and 
sciences, "It's important for USD to 
mirror our colleagues such as UCSD and 
SDSU as our data feeds into one whole 
system." 
Although the Provost and other USD 
faculty have benefits for the students in 
mind, some students don't agree with the 
change. The new numbers were quite a 
shock to most who were not given fair 
warning about the change. Some were 
confused when they discovered the digits 
in the bulletin were different from the 
class schedule web site. 
"It took me two hours longer than 
usual to figure out my classes. I was 
looking online thinking, 'What is 
MGMT?' Change the system back. I'm 
confused," said Michelle Sullivan, a 
junior. 
According to Dr. Chung of the Com­
munication Studies department, "This 
change is important so that we're not left 
behind most other universities." 
Some students are willing to adapt 
to the change. "I adapted to a new 
system when I was a freshman, so I can 
adapt again," said Maggie Bankoff, a 
sophomore. 
The registrar's office is aware of the 
confusion and hopes to perfect the sys­
tem for the next academic term. 
"We will be making massive changes 
this summer to unify academic work, 
for example making the numbers on 
the academic record the same as in the 
bulletin," said Susan Bugsby, assistant 
registrar. "We're here to help all faculty 
and staff with their questions." 
Hod Nighds. Cool Trips. 
Advisors widh Piercings. 
Why Grandpa doesn'0 book his widh us. Summer Trip 
London $426 San Jose.$547 
Paris $467 Madrid $683 
Accommodations & activities: 
HOnOLULU 
6 night hotel, double occup. 
conn Ricn $550 7 nights, GAP flexi pass 
From: 
|-=sr—-=• $560| 
| www.statravel.com 743 Foureh Ave, FlrsC Floor (619) 544.9632 
953 Gamee Ave 
(85«) 270.6401 
STUDENT TRAVEL & BEYOND 
x i n n e  > »  o n  t h e  p n o n e  » >  o n  c n m p u /  > »  o n  t h e  / t r e e t  
Virtually Endless Opportunities — 
Think What Educational Technology Can Do For You! 
\ Are you an English major? Biology 
major? A social worker? A mom? A 
computer scientist? These are some 
of the very people who have 
combined their backgrounds with 
Educational Technology to create 
amazing careers. 
Our MA in Educational Technol­
ogy has launched careers at HP, 
City Schools, Children's Hospital, 
Mailboxes Etc., SD Zoo, Transpor­
tation Security Administration, 
community colleges and... 
For more information — 
Phone: 619.594.6718 Tour the web site. Take a class. 
Web: http://edtec.sdsu.edu You'll be glad you did. 
Mr. University raises 
money for charity 





Men representing different campus or­
ganizations will be competing in Kappa 
Alpha Theta's Mr. University next 
Wednesday, April 28. The third-annual 
Mr. University pageant will raise money 
for the San Diego chapter of Voices for 
Children, nationally known as Court Ap­
pointed Special Advocates. 
They are trained community volun­
teers appointed by a judge to speak up for 
abused and neglected children in court. 
With the information provided by 
these volunteers, judges are able to make 
informed decisions as to what is best 
for the child - foster care, reunification, 
or adoption — and in timely fashion, 
so these children still have a chance at 
childhood. 
"This is our biggest philanthropy 
project every year," said Mary Beth Mo-
roney, President of Kappa Alpha Theta, 
"In the last two years we have raised 
$8,000 in two single nights. We are hop­
ing to continue that and raise more than 
$4,000 this year," she said. 
Last year's competition started with 
an opening dance sequence to "One in a 
Million." The talent portion of the eve­
ning, which usually proves to be the most 
entertaining, ranged from a Zoolander 
style "walk-off", to a Rubix's cube race 
to poems written by contestants. 
Evening wear gave the contestants the 
opportunity to show off their poise as the 
suave gentlemen strutted across the stage 
in tuxedos. 
The men participated in a swimsuit 
competition as well, gracing the stage 
with everything from Speedos to arm 
floaties, and even in some cases, a snor­
kel and flippers. 
In every segment, the men are es­
corted by a Kappa Alpha Theta member 
who works with them prior to the event to 
make sure everything flows smoothly. 
The winner will go home with a trip 
for two to Las Vegas, as well as the title 
of Mr. University 2004. 
Mr. University will be held in the UC 
Forum on April 28th, 2004. Doors will 
open at 7:15pm and the event will begin 
at 7:30pm. 
Tickets can be purchased at the box 
office or from any Kappa Alpha Theta 
member for $5.00 before the event and 
$7.00 at the door. There will also be $ 1 
raffle tickets being sold to win prizes 
such as spa packages, movie tickets and 
more. 
The Environment needs your help! 
In 2001, the EPA reported that 3.5 million pounds of 
chemical waste was generated by tobacco manufacturing. 
1 in 8 trees worldwide are cut down and used for tobacco 
growing or curing. 
A total of 300 cigarettes are produced from one tree. 
16 applications of pesticides are recommended in the 
three months before the tobacco seed is planted 
500,000 acres of forest are lost to tobacco farming each 
year. 
20 million people could be fed worldwide if the land used 
to grow tobacco grew food instead. 
23.6% of California's 18-24 year olds smoke. 
The earth is your future. Live tobacco-free. 
Sw#(re Free nn 
i 
CJMPIJStS Oilr,until a Uniteo ior Gooo HiAIIH 
How tony you hold your breath? 
How does your college rate in tobacco control? 
Stay tuned for the Tobacco-Free Report Card, coming soon. 
For more information, contact Susanna Concha-Garcia at: 
t AMERICAN LUNG ASSOCIATION# 
of San Diego and 
Imperial Counties 
www.lungsandiego.org - 800-LUNG USA 
This material is made possible with funds received from the Tobacco Tax Health 
Protection Act of 1988 - Prop. 99, through the California Department of Health 
Services under Grant No. 00-90389, administered by PHFE Management Solutions. 
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United Kingdom 38.4 
France 29.5 
Germany 24.9 
Saudi Arabia 21.3 
Italy 19.4 
India 15.6 


























North Korea* 2.1 











U.S. figure is for 2004 
fiscal year. 
An asterisk (*) indicates 
2001 funding. 
All other figures are 2002. 
www.cdi.org/ 
unnecessary scrutiny from country 
By Natalie Zanzucchi 
OPINION ASSISTANT 
As men and women run for 
public office in the U.S., we as 
a country put them under far too 
much scrutiny. 
Of course, we should know 
all there is to know concerning 
their previous public servant 
records and other information 
that could potentially affect 
how they do their job. Perhaps 
the public's right to know ex­
tends to things the candidate 
says or does that may align 
them with particular ideologies 
or standpoints on issues, but it 
stops there. 
America's obsession with 
negativity and slander is turning 
American politics into a soap 
opera, or reality TV. The people 
and the media focus on the parts 
of a campaign that have nothing 
whatsoever to do with the issues 
at hand. 
For example, John Kerry is 
often criticized and poked fun at 
because he is not as humorous 
as some other people. I would 
contend, however, that if John 
Kerry were extremely humor­
ous he would be criticized for 
being too light-hearted. 
Don't get me wrong, though: 
this type of criticism is not par­
tisan by any means. No matter 
what party a candidate belongs 
to, the public and the media 
will find a way to point out 
whatever negative characteris­
tics they can find. This is ironic 
because it is this same public 
that complains about negative 
campaigns and slander coming 
from the same candidates they 
so harshly scrutinize. 
vote based on the best or most 
desirable qualities anymore. 
Instead, they force themselves 
to pick whomever has the least 
negative attributes, or the few­
est number of things to insult. 
If we as a public focused on 
the things that matter to a cam-
"The public is so obsessed with nega­
tivity that instead of drilling their can­
didates for public office with questions 
about issues that will affect society and 
their country, they drill them about issues 
concerning their character and irrelevant 
issues that will not affect their ability in 
office." 
Perhaps if we found more 
time to investigate issues, lis­
ten to debates and ask relevant 
questions, we would have less 
time to disparage our candi­
dates. We also have to keep in 
mind that these candidates are 
people; they are human and 
therefore are not perfect. 
While some contend we 
should hold candidates to a 
higher standard than other citi­
zens, we must also remember 
that a higher standard does not 
mean we should expect our can­
didates to be perfect beings. 
The public does not even 
paign, I believe we could elect 
the right person every time. 
This epidemic is not brand 
new. In 1984 Geraldine Fer-
raro, the first woman vice-presi­
dential candidate on a national 
party ticket, faced so much 
scrutiny from both the press and 
the general public that during 
one interview she even began 
to cry. Ferraro and her running 
mate, presidential candidate, 
Walter Mondale, lost to Ronald 
Reagan and George Bush. 
It is completely unnecessary 
to harp on a candidate simply 
for the purpose of breaking 
them. This all too familiar tac­
tic is explicitly demonstrated in 
the Ferraro example. 
The public is so obsessed 
with negativity that instead of 
drilling their candidates for 
public office with questions 
about issues that will affect 
society and their country, they 
drill them about issues concern­
ing their character and irrel­
evant issues that will not affect 
their ability in office. 
Recently on "Meet the 
Press," John Kerry was inter­
viewed by Tim Russert. During 
the interview Russert proceeded 
to drill Kerry about his wife's 
tax records and how she won't 
release them. 
First of all, there is nothing 
whatsoever that requires the 
spouse of a candidate to public­
ly release her private financial 
documents and, second, what 
in the world do her tax records 
have to do with Kerry's ability 
to potentially run the country? 
The focus, especially in a politi­
cal interview such as this one, 
should be on the issues at hand, 
Kerry's plans for the future and 
questions the public have about 
his platform. 
If the public desires truth and 
reliable candidates that don't 
hide things from the people, 
we should be concerned with 
issues, not negativity. 
Open Mike: welcome to Petco potties 
By Mike Minicilll 
STAFF WRITER 
Hand me my walking pa­
pers. USD. 1 have found a new 
home; a place where all of 
life's necessities are provided 
so me for free. Someplace 
warm, where the beer flows 
like wine, and beautiful wom­
en instinctively flock like (he 
salmon of Capistrano... 
Oops, sorry, 1 just watched 
"Dumb and Dumber." The 
place 1 am speaking of is, in 
fact, not Aspen, but some­
where a little less freakishly 
cold than that. 1 am talking 
about Petco Park, the home of 
our beloved San Diego Padres 
and future site of the Million 
Dog March, sponsored in part 
by your local PETA chapter. 
There is no better way to 
reward a baseball team that 
has never won a world cham­
pionship than with a brand 
new ballpark in which it can 
continue its losing ways. 
Seriously, the Padres have 
had five straight sub-.500 
seasons, including a measly 
.264 team batting average and 
a 4.34 earned run average last 
year. I could go on with these 
awful statistics for the rest of 
the article. RBf's, runs scored, 
errors. 
Uh oh, I am starting to lose 
you ladies. I best start talking 
about something to which wc 
can all relate. My favorite topic 
and yours: bathrooms! 
What separates Petco Park 
from all the other stadiums with 
ioUSy ball clubs is its unfounded 
amount of strikingly wonder­
ful restrooms, 1 would be truly 
amazed if this place did not 
make the top five of the Travel 
Channel's greatest bathroom 
list this summer. And yes, 1 do 
watch too much television. 
Sure, the ballpark fails to 
provide much-needed maps 
with those "You Arc Here'" stars 
to show where fans exactly are 
when they take a step into one of 
its labyrinthine lavatories. But 
once a person finally makes his 
way through the long, pristine 
tiled hallways and into the site 
of nature's fateful calls, there is 
nothing a potty-trained Padre 
fan can complain about. 
A sea of urinals stretches 
as far as the eye can see in the 
men's bathrooms, and 1 have 
no doubt in my mind that they 
are also present in the ladies' 
room, just for all of those bold 
and adventurous female types. 
The Petco potties are the track 
houses of bathrooms ready to 
invade this bathroom-dependent 
nation. There are just so many 1 
could not believe my eyes. 
1 would bet that nearly half 
the guys that walk in there 
come out willing to invest their 
entire lite savings into the urinal 
deodorant cake business. On a 
sold-out night. 1 simply could 
not find a long line of people 
in the place,' making me totally 
forget the agonizing thirty-min­
ute long bathroom processions 
1 became so accustomed to 
standing in at old Qualcomm 
Stadium. 
And the Petco Park toilet pa­
per. Oh the toilet paper! 1 never 
felt such soft and fluffy* toilet 
tissue in my life. Since when 
did stadiums start handing out 
cloth towels in their toilet paper 
dispensers? Simply amazing. 
And forget about the com­
mon college dorm room night­
mare of taking the walk of 
shame: that long and irritable 
march to the nearest closet in 
search of that one last toilet pa­
per roll, (he roll that, you had 
tailed to notice, did not make 
its way to the rcstroom before 
you engaged in your business 
transaction. Just say goodbye 
to Ibis embarrassing situation, 
for Petco adequately stocks 
its dispensers with crater-size 
toilet paper rolls that would 
make even the most mutant 
of mutant Cheerios green with 
einy. 
These arc the little things 
that make Petco Park the place 
to be, as well as the place to 
pee: the intimidating large 
bathrooms, the endless ocean 
ot urinals and the comfy toilet 
scats that just beg for you to 
sit, relax, and read a newspa­
per while you arc at it. Not to 
mention the best dam toilet 
paper you could ever find. 
And if you happen to bring 
a compass and navigate your 
way out the exit of one of the 
Petco Park bathrooms one 
day. you may even find a good 
baseball game being played. 
Oh wait it is the Padres. 
You might as well go back 
to the restroom. 
v/.f j f.i / ) j  r j  y.f * *  /  t  
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Evaluating American foreign policy 
Actions reflect U.S. interests, not the of the people 
By Adam Case 
STAFF WRITER 
Around the world and even 
within our nation, the focus 
of U.S. foreign policy has 
confounded many people. A 
standard conception of U.S. 
foreign policy is that it pro­
motes the fundamental value of 
freedom; the official Bush Na­
tional Security Strategy states 
that this "nation must be used 
to promote a balance of power 
that favors freedom." 
Yet in our previous actions 
of foreign policy, we have not 
seemed genuine in promoting 
the freedom of others. More 
often than not it seems narrow 
self-interest rules diplomatic 
relations. 
A major focus of the U.S.'s 
quest to promote "freedom" has 
been the attempt to democra­
tize the Middle East. This has 
become a tenet of U.S. foreign 
relations since both Bush ad­
ministrations launched their 
invasion/liberation of Iraq. But 
a closer analysis of U.S. actions 
in the region may expose that 
the nation's government has 
done more to halt the rise of 
democracy than to promote it. 
During the Cold War, the 
United States supposedly rep­
resented the values of freedom 
and democracy but often it 
supported governments and 
regimes opposed to these very 
ideals. 
In Iran, the CIA, with the 
full support of the Eisenhower 
administration, helped to topple 
the parliamentary government 
of Prime Minister Mossadeq. 
The United States supported 
the installment of the shah as 
ruler of Iran and if was ruled 
subsequently for 25 years by 
an authoritarian regime. The 
main reason attributed to U.S. 
intervention in Iran was to pre­
vent Mossadeq from national­
izing Iranian oil fields and thus 
blocking Anglo-American oil 
consortiums from gaining ac­
cess to these fields. 
By toppling the government 
of Mossadeq, U.S. foreign 
policy was effectively able 
to circumvent the rise of de­
mocracy in the nation. It also 
inadvertently established the 
preconditions for the Iranian 
revolution and the Shia theoc­
racy that followed. Some even 
argue that U.S. foreign policy 
in the Middle East helped to 
provide the fertilizer from 
which Islamic fundamentalism 
could grow. 
Even in recent years, the 
United States seemed to be 
more than willing to support 
authoritarian monarchies over 
the parliaments that ruled in 
WHrTEHOUSE.GOV 
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A photo of a Marine 
(above) handing out food 
to Iraqis is found under 
the category of "Photos 
of Freedom" on Presi­
dent Bush's website. 
First Lady Laura Bush 
(left) with her guest 
Adnan Pachachi of the 
Iraqi Governing Council. 
Does U.S. foreign policy 
reflect our desire to 
democratize other na­
tions or pursue national 
interests? 
Coalition tanks in 
Baghdad (right) are 
an everyday reminder 
of American military 
presence in the coun­
try. Although President 
Bush declared that the 
war in Iraq ended last 
November, American 
and coalition forces 
remain during the re­
construction process. 
these nations. In "The Uprising 
in Bahrain: An Assessment," 
Munira A. Fakhro documents 
how the United States stood by 
the emir as he dissolved the par­
liament in 1975 and then sup­
ported in 1995 his suppression 
of an uprising that called for the 
restoration of parliament. 
The U.S. supported this 
Middle Eastern monarch be­
cause Bahrain's parliamentary 
coalitions were comprised of 
leftwing and Islamic parties 
whose demands ran counter 
to U.S. interests in the region. 
The dominant parliament co­
alition in 1975 called for the 
withdrawal of U.S. military 
presence in the country. 
Many policy makers in 
Washington looked upon the 
Islamists with distrust, believ­
ing Iran supported them. This 
was coupled with Washington's 
general distrust of most leftwing 
parties in foreign nations. 
In general, the United States' 
call for democracy is condi­
tional and far from absolute. 
Washington fears that people 
might elect a government that 
runs opposite to its own inter­
ests. 
The most secular society 
in the Middle East is now 
run by an Islamic parliament. 
Turkey's Moderate Islamic 
government came into conflict 
with the Bush administration 
when it denied the White House 
a northern invasion route into 
Iraq. Coupled with Hezbollah 
securing seats in the Lebanese 
parliament, one begins to see 
Islam as a movement that could 
potentially run counter to the 
U.S. idea of a secular and west-
em democracy. 
The Bush administration 
and many American politicians 
have now attempted to make 
USINFO.STATE.GOV 
friends with the few remaining 
secular allies in the region in 
their fight against Islamic fun­
damentalism. Washington has 
started to work with the Alge­
rian government, even though 
its government is little more 
than a sham democracy with a 
brutal security apparatus. 
All six opposition opponents 
in the last presidential elec­
tion pulled out of the contest 
because they said the race was 
rigged in favor of Algeria's cur­
rent secular president. Yet the 
United States and the Algerian 
government are in the process 
of hammering out trade deals 
and methods to fight the "War 
on Terror" in this nation which 
does not promote human rights 
and supports military actions is 
against its own parties. 
A similar situation is cur­
rently brewing in Egypt, where 
the U.S. supplies massive aid 
and support to Egypt. This one 
party state currently brutally 
suppresses a rather popular 
but nonetheless violent Islamic 
fundamentalist movement. The 
Egyptian government limits the 
realm of political debate and 
muffles those who might chal­
lenge the government's will. 
Egypt is neither an open society 
nor a democracy, yet American 
policymakers are willing to 
trump ideals in the fight on 
"The War on Terror." 
Perhaps the biggest test of 
U.S. commitment to democ­
racy is occurring now in Iraq. 
BBC News reports that a good 
portion of the Iraqi populace 
is adamantly calling for direct 
elections for a transitional 
government, although the U.S. 
backed Coalition Provisional 
Authority (CPA) states that this 
is totally unfeasible. 
Instead the CPA proposes 
to construct a constitution and 
then hold elections. By drafting 
an Iraqi constitution prior to 
holding elections, the rules and 
the shape of the government 
is molded and political dis­
course is boxed. Washington 
fears direct elections because 
the majority Shia would elect 
the Mullahs to power. There 
is a chance that these popular 
leaders may in fact attempt 
to construct an Iranian style 
theocracy instead of a western 
secular democracy. 
The idea of democracy that 
says individuals have a right 
to self-determination and par­
ticipation is hazardous to U.S. 
interests. Democracy is meant 
to allow for differences of opin­
ion and ideas in the world, and 
under these conditions different 
national policies will occur. 
The U.S. government is 
very aware of this. Our gov­
ernment's history has been 
more tied to ensuring the pro­
tection of domestic investors 
in foreign lands than ensuring 
the democratic societies within 
those lands. 
Bush's current quest to "de­
mocratize" the Middle East is 
not a revolutionary concept 
in the history of U.S. foreign 
policy, although the term "de­
mocratize" is a stretch because 
the U.S. doesn't truly the desire 
to hear the will of the people in 
these countries. 
This definition of democracy 
is dangerous and potentially op­
posite to U.S. interests because 
it opens the door for all types of 
ideologies, including commu­
nism and Islamic fundamental­
ism. Democracy, as defined by 
Washington, is a government 
that keeps their politics boxed 
in an acceptable range of U.S. 
self-interests. 
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By Bill Luecke 
SAN DIEGO STATE/U-WIRE 
Assault weapons such as 
high-powered and fully or 
semi-automatic rifles are weap­
ons of war. Why any group 
would want weapons of war on 
the streets of America is beyond 
me. Why a president who has 
so heavily supported organiza­
tions such as the Department 
of Homeland Security would 
want to relax or even do away 
with the assault weapons ban is 
counter to logic. However, the 
National Rifle Association has 
a friend in the White House in 
the form of President Bush, and 
he is not pushing for a renewal 
of the assault weapons ban. 
The NRA recently held its 
133rd-annual convention with 
guest stars such as over-the-
hill rocker Ted Nugent, who 
serenaded the audience with 
his God, guns and rock 'n' roll 
spiel, and Vice President Dick 
Cheney in attendance. Both 
voiced their massive detest for 
the assault weapons ban and 
preached a tired doctrine of 
enforcing existing laws before 
creating new ones. 
Just because there are laws 
in place — which should be 
enforced to their fullest -- does 
not mean new legislation is 
not needed, especially when 
something as deadly as assault 
weapons is the focus of the 
legislation. 
Cheney used the opportu­
nity presented by the NRA 
convention to rally an already 
Republican base: gun-nuts. 
"John Kerry's approach to the 
Second Amendment has been 
to regulate, regulate and then 
regulate some more," Cheney 
said, citing presidential hopeful 
Kerry's votes against legisla­
tion that would protect gun-
makers from lawsuits. Kerry 
is in favor of allowing federal 
authorities to randomly inspect 
gun dealers without notice. 
Regulation of weapons is 
necessary to ensure the well-
being of America; a lack of 
it could only allow guns into 
the hands of criminals more 
quickly. NRA members com­
plaining about the amount of 
time it takes to get a back­
ground check to obtain a gun 
is inane. If you can't wait a 
month to shoot your gun, too 
bad — Bambi will be around 
next season. 
After voting to allow fed­
eral authorities to randomly 
inspect gun dealers without 
notice — an important piece of 
gun-control legislation — Kerry 
said in March 2004, "The right 
to bear arms is a right that 
should be protected for law-
abiding Americans who want 
to protect themselves and their 
families. There is, however, 
no right to place military-style 
assault weapons into the hands 
of terrorists and/or criminals 
who wish to cause American 
families harm." 
While renewing the assault 
weapons ban should be a top 
priority, the number-one weap­
on used in gun-related crime 
in America is the handgun. 
Cheap and easily concealable, 
a handgun is an obvious choice 
for criminals. In fact, handguns 
account for 86 percent of all 
firearm-related crime, accord­
ing to the Violence Policy Cen­
ter. Why a handgun ban hasn't 
been attached to the assault 
weapons ban is ludicrous. 
These weapons endanger the 
well-being of every American. 
Please, don't write us with that 
tired, "Guns don't kill people 
— people kill people," line. We 
know. However, people would 
kill fewer people if handguns 
were unavailable. You have to 
be pretty damned angry — and 
strong — to bludgeon someone 
to death; a handgun offers a 
violent outlet for anger, and as 
such should not be an option. 
Cheney, when espousing 
the party line of enforcement 
of existing laws before enact­
ing new legislation, told the 
crowd: "Federal prosecutions 
of crimes committed with guns 
increased 68 percent under 
President Bush." This may be 
the case; however, how many 
of these crimes resulted from an 
increase in poverty, a relaxed 
gun-control environment, a 
jobless economic recovery and 
a culture of fear pressed by the 
Republicans following Bush's 
inauguration and the Sept. 11 
attacks? 
If the laws aren't being 
properly enforced, as the Re­
publicans claim, then isn't that 
a fault of the commander in 
chief? If these laws aren't prop­
erly enforced, Bush is not as 
strong on defense as he claims 
he is. Write to your local legis­
lators and ask for a renewal of 
the assault weapons ban. 
If it won't fit in your home. 
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By Kristi Mountain 
STAFF WRITER 
$ 
USD's Earth Day celebration will take place today during dead hours at to promote environmental awareness and student activism. Organized by The Environmental Action Group, TEAG, an on-
campus student organization, USD's Earth Day will include booths representing both on and off-campus organizations, education, a touch-tank, an open-mic, and a chance for students to get involved in 
activism of all kinds. All students are encouraged to join in the festivities and learn more about the environment, as well as offer their own knowledge and ideas. 
IMPORTANT DATES: 
THURSDAY APRIL 22, DEAD HOURS 
USD EARTH DAY CELEBRATION 
SUNDAY APRIL 25, 9AM-5PM 
BALBOA PARK EA^TH DAY CELEBRATION 
Balboa Park will celebrate its 15111 annual EarthFair on Sunday, April 25 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. San Diego is well-known for its Earth Day celebration, which is the largest free annual environ­
mental fair in the world, according to www.earthdayweb.org. This spectacular event features live music on five stages, a food pavilion with a variety of unusual food, a wide range of booths and 
exhibits, a gallery of earth friendly art, and much more. There are plenty of things to be bought and sold, ideas exchanged, and a welcoming progressive-minded atmosphere. Exhibitors include 
an animal psychic, 9IX, Heifer International, Starbuck's Coffee Company, Yoga Education Society, Trade Roots Reggae, and many more. Earth Day is an informative, lively day of celebration 
for the young and old alike. Balboa Park offers the perfect home for the event, nestled in a gorgeous abode of nature and beauty. 
^ m IgiM p«j! 
The first Earth Day took place on April 22, 1970. It marked the beginning of a progressive movement toward awareness and prevention of environmental degradation, ways of reduc-
ing the damaging impacts of humans, and promotion of earth-friendly practices and legislation. According to the Environmental Protection Agency, "The country celebrated with a national 
outpouring of concern for cleaning up the environment. Politicians of both parties jumped on the issue. So many politicians were on the stump on Earth Day that Congress was forced to 
close down. The oratory, one of the wire services observed, was 'as thick as smog at rush hour." 
The concept of Earth Day stemmed from an idea undertaken by Senator Gaylord Nelson as he watched Civil Rights advocates and Anti-war activists push for reform and create 
permanent changes for America's,future by promoting equality and peace. He saw the environment as an important issue that needed to be addressed before it was too late. An article 
written for The New York Timesby Gladwin Hill on November 30, 1969 focused on the plans for the first Earth Day in spring 1970, saying "Rising concern about the environmental 
crisis is sweeping the nation's campuses with an intensity that may be on its way to eclipsing student discontent over the war in Vietnam...a national day of observance of environmental 
problems...is being planned fornext spring...when a nationwide environmental 'teach-in'...coordinated from the office of Senator Gaylord Nelson is planned.... Nelson, along with 
other colleagues and an overwhelming percentage of volunteers, planned a nationwide Earth Day celebration throughout the course of only about seven months. Relying heavily on 
passionate, progressive students to gain public awareness and support, Earth Day took hold and continues to be celebrated internationally 34 years after its birth. 
The origins of the movement toward environmental consciousness can be traced back as early as 1892, beginning with the founding of the Sierra Club by Scotland-born 
Californian John Muir. Often referred to as the "Father of our Natural Park system," Muir advocated preservation of the natural wilderness. He played on influential role in President 
Teddy Roosevelt's creation of environmental conservation programs, such as the establishment of Yosemite National Park, Mt. Rainier, and many others. Roosevelt, a naturalist 
himself, created the Bureau of Forestry in 1905. His legacy includes the designation of The Grand Canyon as a national monument, along with seventeen other monuments (www. 
pbs.org). 
As industry grew throughout the 20lh century, so did its harmful effects on the population and environment. Urban areas such as Los Angeles and New York were notorious 
for their smog-ridden air and filth. Smog was first observed in Los Angeles on July 16, 1943. Almost 10 years later, in 1952, "Killer Smog in London was at fault for over 4,000 
deaths in a five-day period. Throughout the 1950's and 60's, the affluence of Americans rose, and this helped fuel concern for the future and supported changes in the course ot 
action in regards to the earth. Affluency, along with scientific advancement, extensive media coverage, and technology, propelled the growth of the environmental movement, 
leading to the annual tradition of Earth Day. 
In 1962, Rachel Carson published Silent Spring, which focused on the detrimental effects of chemical pesticides. This book created an uproar and brought public attention to 
the long-term damage caused by pesticides that not only hurt the environment, but also humans and other animals. "The controversy sparked by Silent Spring led to the enactment 
of environmental legislation and the establishment of government agencies to better regulate the use of these chemicals." Carson's book prompted President John F. Kennedy to 
call for an investigation into the use of pesticides, and ultimately resulted in a nationwide ban on DDT. 
Within the same year as the first annual Earth Day Celebration, the end of 1970 marked the formation of the Environmental Protection Agency, commonly known as the EPA. 
The EPA was formed in response to growing public concern about cleaner air, water, and land as a way to reassess the damage that was already done and work toward preventing, 
or at least decreasing damage in the future. This epitomized the movement toward activism, awareness and education during a time of much turmoil. It served as the governments 
commitment to environmental concerns. The EPA seeks to develop and enforce governmental regulations, offers financial assistance, conducts environmental research, and promotes 
environmental education, according to its website. 
Importance of Earth Day: 
According to the EPA, "the drive for a cleaner environment became part of our national ethic," with the institution of Earth Day and the movement that has grown out of it. 
Current environmental trends, such as global warming, declining species populations, loss of forests and other habitats, air and water pollution are important issues being addressed 
by environmental activists and scientists. The amount of environmental damage done directly by humans is debatable, but as we learn more about these problems, we find better ways 
of human-environment interaction. 
Land degradation has occurred as a result of deforestation, overgrazing, and massive food production. It is estimated that less than 20% ol original forest cover remains in 
many countries, such as Madagascar and Scotland. Land degradation also plays a pivotal role in the decrease of biodiversity. An evaluation of biodiversity includes species diversity, 
proportions of species in a community, genetic diversity, and ecosystem diversity. Loss of biodiversity adds to the elevated risk of species extinction, and destruction ol potential plants 
and animals that could be beneficial to humans. Land stands as a very limited resource and brings the issue of a growing world population into the spotlight as another potentially harmful 
problem. 
Air pollution, caused by the exploitation of non-renewable resources and emission of greenhouse gases along with other pollutants, is most often blamed lor changes in the global cli­
mate. It is still uncertain what the longterm effects of global climate change will be, but environmentalists predict that it will cause a rise in sea level as well as an overall increase global tern 
peratures. Greenhouse gases, which trap heat and keep it from reradiating into space, include nitros oxide and methane. These gases have long residence times, keeping them in the atmosphere for 
an extensive amount of time as they accumulate. Concentrations of the six primary pollutants, with the exception of nitrogen oxides, have decreased since the passing of the 1970 Clean Air Act, but 
air pollution is still the cause of thousands of deaths each year. The Clean Air Act established National Ambient Air Quality Standards, deadlines for compliance, and heavy fines for non-compliant 
states, according to www.epa.gov. Although these have helped to reduce the overall damage caused by air pollution, it is still a significant problem that continues to be addressed. 
Another growing environmental concern is wasteful energy usage. We currently rely on fossil fuels as our primary energy source. Environmentalists propose the use of renewable energy 
resources such as solar energy, wind energy, as well as emphasis on stricter regulations to decrease the damage of fossil fuels on our environment. Attempts are being made to encourage 
hybrid cars in place of gas-guzzlers, more efficient production, better waste disposal, and recycling. 
Earth Day serves as an essential reminder that the Earth is not invincible against the footprint of humans and our habits. It is a day of celebrating all that the earth has to offer us. The Earth 
is the universal home of all. It feeds and clothes us, and produces our means of survival and growth. Especially in today s world, overflowing with technology and practicalities that are continu 
ally advancing, it is easy to forget that the earth is not a machine that can be thrown away for the new and improved version. It must be nurtured and protected, in order to sustain a way of life 
for the future. 
How to get involved in helping the environment: 
Attend a TEAG meeting, email Vkaye@sandiego.edu 
For more information about San Diego's EarthFair 2004 
check out www.earthdavweb.org/SDEW EarthFair.html 
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Do nice guys always finish last? It's a Hung jury 
By Jordan Brant 
STAFF WRITER 
I don't know if you guys are as 
hung on Hung as the rest of the United 
States, but if you haven't caught wind 
of the "American Idol" laughingstock-
turned-pop-star, maybe you should pay 
attention. 
The saga of Will Hung began on the 
stage of the "American Idol" set. Under 
the scrutiny of Paula Abdul, Randy 
Jackson and Simon Cowell, Hong Kong 
native William Hung began his rendition 
of Ricky Martin's, "She Bangs." 
Even before Hung had finished, 
Randy was hiding his face laughing, 
Paula appeared as if she were watching 
a small animal die and Simon looked on 
in disgust. 
Although there have been more than 
a handful of ghastly performances on 
"American Idol"—and Hung's was defi­
nitely one of them—there was something 
different about the way Hung handled 
Simon's ridicule. 
After Simon was done grilling him 
and asking him what he thought of such 
an awful performance, Hung replied, "I 
already gave my best. I have no regrets 
at all." 
This quote, coupled with Hung's 
humble, self-effacing attitude, seemed 
to capture the heart of America. But is it 
his refreshing personality that has cata­
pulted him to 15 minutes of fame, or is 
it a deeper issue? 
Is Hung the embodiment of the Ameri­
can Dream, or is he just the butt of a big 
American joke? 
His new music video just came out, 
and if you watch any daytime TV, you 
surely have seen him on one of the talk 
shows like "TRL" or "On Air with Ryan 
Seacrest." Hung's face is everywhere, 
almost like he's a real rock star. But do 
people really like his songs? Can we 
even consider him a real musician? The 
deepest emotion Hung seems to evoke 
from a music lover like myself is simply 
a big laugh. 
When asked this question in a recent 
Rolling Stone interview, Hung answered, 
"Ok, so I'm not famous for the right 
reasons. I'm infamous, a joke. It doesn't 
make me feel good because I'm a genu­
ine person, but I don't let it get to me, 
because I am who I am." 
So it is true, Will Hung is a joke, 
and to me, it's a very interesting time 
that such a person should emerge in the 
spotlight. 
I say this because I have noticed that 
America has a newfound fascination with 
Asian culture. Fascination is an odd word 
to use, but I couldn't think of another 
word to explain it. 
The tragic part is that it is not the posi­
tive kind of fascination that I speak of, 
but it's the kind of fascination that keeps 
us glued to the TV, laughing at them as 
they make fools of themselves on shows 
like "MXC" and "Banzai." 
These shows are clearly not positive 
representations of Asians. They capital­
ize on the stereotypical representations 
of these people and make a mockery of 
them. The show is consistent with other 
Hollywood portrayals of minorities that 
treat the "other" as unintelligent. 
If you haven't seen either of these 
shows, you should. "MXC"—ironically 
a house favorite of mine and the perfect 
pre-partying entertainment—is a show 
that airs on Spike TV. It is a Japanese 
game show whose contestants compete in 
big and often difficult obstacle courses. 
The voices are dubbed by two Ameri­
can "game show hosts" that make sexual 
innuendos when the opportunity arises. 
If you watch the show it is easy to detect 
that we're not laughing with the Asian 
contestants who nearly kill themselves— 
we are laughing at them. 
The show is eye-candy that features 
Asian people falling off pedestals, run­
ning into doors and slamming against 
walls. The fact of the matter is that shows 
like "MXC" exploit Asian people for a 
cheap laugh. And I believe the same is 
being done to Will Hung. 
So who's to say Hung should real­
ize this important issue and discontinue 
the singing stint and continue being a 
21-year-old college student at Berkeley 
(who, by the way, doesn't drink, doesn't 
William Hung has become a sensation across America. Hung (seen above) 
can be seen in one of two ways, as a joke at the expense of Asians or as a 
story of success. 
"William Hung doesn't drink, doesn't smoke, doesn't swear, 
flosses after he brushes, plays the Pokemon trading-card 
game every Sunday, will break into song on a municipal bus if 
so requested, has recorded an album featuring "She Bangs," 
and "Shake Your Bon Bon" and Elton John's "Rocket Man," 
and is planning to sue the people making a mint from sales of 
unauthorized Will Hung dolls" 
smoke, doesn't swear, flosses after he 
brushes, plays the Pokemon trading-card 
game every Sunday, will break into song 
on a municipal bus if so requested, has re­
corded an album featuring "She Bangs," 
"Shake Your Bon Bon" and Elton John's 
"Rocket Man," and is planning to sue 
the people making a mint from sales of 
unauthorized Will Hung dolls)? That's 
only for him to decide. 
In the mean time, however, Hung 
plans to enjoy his time in the entertain­
ment industry. And for all the critics who 
dismiss Mr. Hung as a passing joke, or 
just another Asian person to laugh at, they 
should think twice. 
I went to North County Fair (a mall 
in San Diego) to see Hung perform a 
couple weeks back because I had to see 
it for myself. 
What I witnessed was a man who 
completely packed and shut down three 
stories of a major mall, singing and danc­
ing with beautiful women behind him and 
literally thousands of screaming fans. 
He is a man who has been on almost 
every American talk show in the past 
month, has signed a $25,000 record deal 
and his first album has broken into the 
Top 40 on the Billboard Charts. 
He is a man who is on the receiving 
end of a new trend of women that want 
to marry him and propose to him by the 
hundreds in public. 
How many of us wish we could have 
that just once? 
I know I do. 
will hung 
nensufft r>1 P. har g 
Is Hung's 15 minutes almost up? 
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Film geek Tarantino releases "Vol. 2" 
By Alfonso Magana 
STAFF WRITER 
After an excruciating six months of 
waiting, "Kill Bill Volume Two" is final­
ly in the theaters and Quentin Tarantino 
delivered exactly what we wanted. 
When we last saw Uma Thurman's 
character, The Bride, she had just deci­
mated nearly everyone that was stand­
ing in the way of her main objective 
(psst...she's not too keen on this guy 
named Bill). 
The opening scenes from "Volume 
Two" show the "film geek" in Taran­
tino. Harkening back to many film noir 
classics, we get a sleek black-and-white 
image of our beloved heroine driving in 
her car and letting us know that she's 
"gonna kill Bill." 
In a performance that will go down in 
film history alongside Margo Channing, 
Charles Foster Kane and Rick Blaine, 
Thurman's The Bride is the most com­
plex character Tarantino has ever created. 
She's confident, vulnerable, strikingly 
Uma Thurman plays The Bride in "Kill Bill Vol. 2." The bloody 
sequel may be the final installment for Quentin Tarantino. 
gorgeous and when the going gets tough, 
she proves she's just as tough, or tougher, 
than any man. 
This is without a doubt Tarantino's 
best work. 
Also starring in "Kill Bill Volume 
Two" are many of the same players 
from "Volume One," except now they 
have much bigger roles. Daryl Hannah's 
patch-eyed Elle Driver is there, Michael 
Madsen's Budd, and David Carradine's 
Bill. And fans will be absolutely giddy 
when they see another Tarantino player 
in the film that was not there previously. 
The amazing cinematography from Rob­
ert Richardson and the editing from Sally 
Menke, both collaborators from "Volume 
One," are just as good in this one. 
Simply put, 
this is a film 
that reminds 
many of why 
we love mov­
ies: the story, 
t h e  a c t i n g ,  
e v e r y t h i n g .  
And to calm 
anyone's res­
e r v a t i o n s —  
relax, this one 
is less violent 
than the first 
one. . 
T a r a n t i n o  
h a s  r e c e n t l y  
revealed in multiple interviews that he 
is seriously considering making "Kill 
Bill Volume Three," focusing on the 
daughter of Vernita Green (Vivica A. 
Fox) from the first movie, looking for 
her revenge. 
He admits that, if done the way he 
wants, it won't be out for another 15 
years from now. 
PHOTOS COURTESY OF KILLBILL.MOVIES.GO.COM 
Popular in Europe, relatively unkown in U.S. 
By Brian Francis 
STAFF WRITER 
Muse is a band that has so much tal­
ent and knows how to use it, but unfor­
tunately not many people in the United 
States have caught the buzz like nearly 
all of Europe has. The popular European 
magazine NME praises this band more 
than any other band right now and has 
even gone so far to say that their newest 
album release Absolution is the album 
of the year. 
There are so many elements to their 
music and the fact that is sounds layered 
makes it even harder to believe that 
Muse only consists of three musicians: 
Matthew Bellamy (singer/guitar/piano), 
Dominic Howard (drums) and Chris­
topher Wolstenholme (bass). Howard 
and Bellamy have been playing music 
together since they were 13 and met 
Christopher two years later. 
Coming from Europe, one would 
think that their influences would consist 
of European bands, but this is not the case 
at all. Their influences include Primus, 
Smashing Pumpkins, Sonic Youth, Rage 
Against the Machine and Nirvana. There 
is one exception to their non-European 
influence in a Muse album. It is none 
other than the musical geniuses them­
selves, Radiohead. Bellamy has been 
compared to Tom Yorke of Radiohead 
his entire career, which is an honor and 
a huge compliment due to the fact that 
Yorke has been praised for his singing 
ability not only in his recordings but in 
his live performances as well. 
Muse is a bass-driven band which is 
a perfect fit for their style of music. It 
consists of intense rock and soothing soft 
ballads. How they correlate the bass, 
drums and piano, at times, is astounding 
and forces you to appreciate their experi­
ence working together. It is truly remark­
able how quickly and smoothly Bellamy 
is able to switch from guitar to piano in 
the middle of a song, and it occurs quite 
frequently throughout the album. 
When Muse was getting started, it was 
very difficult for them to find a record 
deal in Europe, but somebody was bound 
to find an appreciation for their talent. 
Eventually, their talent was discovered 
by Guy Oseary from Maverick Records 
(Madonna's company). In Oseary's 
words, "Muse was a rare pearl, which 
doesn't have to be neglected" (muse, 
mu). 
Ironically, the United States has been 
one of the last countries that Muse has 
been able to make a deep impression 
on, partly because of a single entitled 
"Plug in Baby" that soured from their 
album "Origin of Symmetry." Maybe 
America just wasn't ready for what Muse 
had to offer. Now they are back with a 
vengeance and are determined to prove 
to the U.S. that they are here to stay, be­
cause, after all, their careers would not 
be complete without a successful voyage 
in the United States. 
This could be a great time to release 
this album with the incredible success 
of The Darkness, because it could help 
turn some more heads towards European 
music just as Radiohead has done in the 
past. 
Currently, Muse is on their first U.S. 
tour. They kicked off in Atlanta April 
9. They will be playing the Coachella 
Music Festival on May 1 and 2 in Indio, 
Calif, and also will be playing Soma on 
May 3 in San Diego. Seeing Muse live 
would ensure a good time because it 
would be great rock music for the avid 
rock fan. 
Muse consists of three very talented 
musicians who truly care about their 
music. Muse doesn't hold anything back 
on this album and the passion that they 
have put into Absolution is something 
to which every music lover should be 
introduced. 
Do you W9DD9% Filro 
Critic or Itock Journalist? 
Come wri te  for  The Vista  and 




time. Sorrento Valley. Up to 20 
hrs/week. Office and computer 
skills. Quickbooks a plus! Quiet 
atmosphere. 858-350-6459 
Babysitter wanted-family with 
2 young boys seeks highly ener­
getic, caring, responsible, babysit­
ter with experience and references. 
Please call 858-578-3153. For 
summer and next academic year. 
Attorney Aide: Disabled female 
attorney needs part-time assis­
tance (Tuesdays and Thursdays) to 
assist at the desk. Hours 8:15am-
7pm. Duties include: filing, oc­
casional bookkeeping, assistance 
at court. Excellent grammar, 
punctuation, typing, knowledge of 
MSWord2000, good handwriting, 
ability to stand for long periods 
of time, drive automatic transmis­
sion van. Must have an excellent 
driving record. All candidates will 
be given a grammar, spelling, and 
typing test. Full-time opportunities 
(reception work Mondays-Wednes­
days-Fridays) will be discussed 
with interested candidates during 
the interview process. Please send 
resume to: Human Resources, 
GCWF, 4365 Executive Drive, 
Suite 1100, San Diego, CA 92121-
2133/ fax to 858-638-6702/email 
mwalker@graycary.com 
www.howtostudylaw.com 




June 7 - August 27,2004 
Phone Registration is over, 
So Walk on in to Founders 
108 and sign up for your 
Summer classes. 
Office Hours: 
M, T, Th, F: 8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
W: 8:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. 
To walk-in register, you must 
have a REGISTRATION 
FORM, SIGNED BY YOUR 
ADVISOR and PAYMENT 
or proof of financial aid. 
For more information, 
call (619) 260-4800 
ENTERTAINMENT n,,,^ AH 22 ^413 
The Boot: what's up in the entertainment industry 
John Piranian 
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR 
For all you kids who like to go to 
the punk rock show, Pennywise will be 
performing at Porter's Pub at UCSD and 
also at SOMA on May 14 and at 4th and 
B on May 15. 
Authority Zero will be on all three 
bills in support of their sophomore album 
that is set for release on June 26 on Lava 
Records. The album, titled Andiamo, 
is produced by Fat Wreck's own Ryan 
Green (NOFX). 
On a harder note, From Autumn To 
Ashes is teaming up with Atreyu for a 
nation-wide tour that will stop in San 
Diego on April 30 at SOMA. Both bands 
are sometimes seen on FUSE, cable TVs 
newest and best music video station and 
on MTV's "Headbangers Ball." 
The Rock Against Bush tour rolled 
through UCSD's RIMAC Arena a few 
weeks back, and as on April 20, Fat 
Wreck Chords released a compilation 
album featuring 26 anti-W. artists. More 
notable bands on the CD include NOFX, 
Rise Against, Social Distortion, Minis­
try, Strike Anywhere and Bad Religion. 
Many of the songs on the album are brand 
spankin' new or are unreleased tracks. 
Just so all you Coachella fans know, 
the first day, which Radiohead is headlin­
ing is all sold out. If you had planned on 
going that night, you'd better start bidding 
on e-bay because they are going to cost 
a pretty penny. 
For a night of gambling and entertain­
ment, you don't need to go all the way 
to Sin City. Viejas will have Lynyrd 
Skynyrd performing on April 30 as part 
of their "Vicious Cycle Tour." 
CLASSIFIEDS, CONT'D 
High volume advertising agency in Mission Valley area seeking organized Sales Assistant. Self-starter with 
good communication skills a must. P/T to start. $8-$10/hr. Phone:619-285-8060 Fax: 619-285-3979 
Hawaii only $129 one way. Mexico/Caribbean $125 each way all taxes included. Europe $234 one way. Other 
worldwide destinations cheap. Book on-line www.airtech.com or (212) 219-7000 
5766-5768 Riley Street 
Central Location - Minutes to USD! 
Fantastic Investment Opportunity! 
"2 Detached Houses-on-1-Lot" 





Jo Breglia, Realtor 
6050 Santo Road. #100 
San Diego, CA 92124 
(858) 522-5646 
e-mail: jobreglia@coldwellbanker.com 
Do You Wont a Career in Sports? 
Earn your Master's degree in 18 months! 
Attend a free info session and 
take the first step toward 
a career in Sport Management. 
May 5 - 6:30 pm 
California State University; Long Beach 
The Pyramid, Ukleja Room 
Call (800) 963-2250 to R.S.V.P. (Schedule Number 
For more information contact: 
Diane Higgs, Program Manager 
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In Partnership with University College and fx tension Services 
San Diego, CA 
Saturday, April 24th, 2004 
"Gaslamp" District 
Grand prize is 
SIOOO 
Come join us for an adventure race 
that is pure fun for the whole family! 
This is a high octane challenge that will 
take you all over the "Gaslamp" looking 
for the checkpoints to help you win the race. 
Solve riddles, puzzles, trivia and other 
mind benders that will lead to check 
points all over the city. Plan on having 
a fun day with your family! 
For more information, contact our website at: 
»» www.greatamericantreasurehunt.com 
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By Sean Baldwin 
CAMPUS RECREATION 
This Monday night marked 
the last full night of men's "A" 
league basketball, and what a 
night it was. 
The first set of games at 7 
p.m. pinned the undefeated 
"Coaches" against the up and 
coming "Minority Report." 
The game was close at thehalf, 
with the "Coaches" up by four, 
37 -33. 
The game was neck and neck 
right up to the end, when "The 
Coaches" were finally able to 
pull ahead when "Minority 
Report" had to foul to stop the 
clock in thelast minute of the 
game. The gameended with 
a 66-57, "Coaches" win. 
On the other court at 7 p.m. 
"Eye Candy" took on the "Dog 
Pound," who were in the dog­
house with the official, racking 
up a total of 13 fouls in the 40 
minute game. 
"Eye Candy" wasn't able to 
capitalize on "Dog Pound's" 
trouble in the first half, leading 
only 27-24. Then "Eye Candy" 
woke up in the seconded half 
basketball shoots and scores in the playoffs 
might be for recreation, but the skill level in these 
make you jump out of your seat with excitement 
and pulled a head, ending the 
game with a 61-47, win. 
At 8 p.m. the other undefeated 
team, "Rollin on Dubs," finally 
met their match, in "Cohtixan 
Monsters." The game was an 
unbelievable upset. 
"Cohtixan Monsters" came 
out fast and hard and jumped 
to a quick ten point lead over 
"Rollin on Dubs." "Dubs" 
made an attempt to get back 
into the game and were able 
to get within four at half, with 
the score 29-25. But that was 
as close as "Rollin on Dubs" 
would get to their championship 
dreams, as the "Monsters" were 
able to pull farther ahead. 
Even with "Rollin on 
Dubs"making three 3-point 
shots in the last 45 seconds of 
the game, "Cohitxan Monsters" 
won the game 70-64. 
"Rollin on Dubs +4" had a 
better game than their name 
brothers. They faced the dread­
ed "Bearded" who were not able 
to use their immense facial hair 
to intimidate "Rollin on Dubs 
+4." "Rollin on Dubs +4" lead 
the whole time with a score 
of 24-18 at half. 
The final score 
was "Rollin on 
Dubs +4" 62 to 
"The Bearded" 
47. 
The 9 p.m. 
game took the 
winners of the 
earlier 7 p.m. 
g a m e s  a n d  
matched them 
up against each 
other. Both these 
teams had made 
it through to the 
third round of 
the playoffs, 
, ,  . . .  I n  t h i s  g a m e  and by watching & 
them you could 
see why. 
Neither team missed many 
shots, and though the game was 
pretty much one sided, with 
the "Coaches" leading with a 
score of 55 to "Eye Candy's" 
37 at half, the game was still 
fun to watch. The Final Score 
was 83-67 with the "Coaches" 
winning with their great shoot­
ing percentage. They just don't 
miss 
JEREMY DARNER 
the fastbreak is king over all, but don't miss your shots. 
At 10 p.m. the 8 p.m. winners 
faced off. Again this game was 
based off of shooting percentage, 
and offensive rebounds. 
"Rollin on Dubs +4's" big 
men were just too much for the 
"Cohtixan Monsters" who were 
tired after their long grueling 
game against the original "Rollin 
on Dubs." 
The game ended with "Rollin 
on Dubs +4" victorious with a 
score of 81 to 65. 
Next week marks the end 
of the spring intramural bas­
ketball league with the "A" 
League Championships in the 
Sports Center at 7 p.m. Mon­
day night. 
The teams facing off for all 
the marbles will be "Rollin on 
Dubs +4" and the undefeated 
"Coaches." Be there to see 
who will be crowned king. 
4x4 Air it out football championship comes to Manchester Field next Thursday 
If you are first your are first, if you are second you are nothing in the history books 
By Kevin Servino 
CAMPUS RECREATION 
The first game at 6 p.m. was 
between "The Flyer's" and 
"ODB." The game started off 
fast, and ended in climactic 
fashion as "ODB" won 38-
24. 
An unnamed player of 
"ODB" juked a player so 
hard on a cut back, he literally 
fell over and it lookded like he 
broke his ankle. 
The play style in this game 
was a mix between Rugby and 
Football, with a ton of trick 
plays and laterals. The other 
6 p.m. game was between "The 
Playmaker" and "BUD". This 
game featured two 
teams who refused 
to let their season 
end without a fight. 
Two players, 
while going for the 
ball, ended up out 
of bounds, tangled 
in the nets, showing 
their hustle. 
"Primo," as he is 
called by his "BUD" 
teammates inter­
cepted a pass at their 
own goal line and 
returned it to their 
opponent's five yard line. 
A couple possessions later. 
JEREMY DARNER 
In this game you need all the rest you can get. 
Nick from "The Playmaker" 
intercepted a pass on their own 
goal line and ran it back 
for a touchdown. 
The scoring went back 
and forth all game be­
tween these ferocious 
teams. 
The play of the game 
came late in the second 
half when Ray Gilbert 
was on the receiving end 
of a hook-and-ladder 
which resulted in an all 
out sprint to the end zone 
to put "BUD" up 34-27. 
The game ended with a 
final score, of "The Play-
maker's" 27, and "BUD's" 
40. 
Due to the intensity of 
the earlier games and class 
schedule conflicts, the final 
game that was scheduled for 
7p.m. that same night, was 
unable to occur. 
Due to this fact, the cham­
pionship game will be held 
tonight (4/22/04) at 6 p.m. 
Will "BUD's" triumph 
as champions for a second 
straight season or will "ODB" 
muscle their way to the ti­
tle? 
Go to Manchester Field to 
find out. 
3mile 
Name swim run total 
1 Rob Beamer 9:57 19:19:00 29:16:00 
2 Brent Warnken 9:55 20:50:00 30-4500 
3 Vaughn Cooper 8:10 22:50:00 31:00:00 
4 Aaron Motola 9:04 25:24:00 34:28:00 
5 Sean Higginbotham 10:27 24:56:00 35:23:00 
6 Ian Nauhaus 12:01 24:26:00 36-2700 
7 Erin Cartava 12:06 25-41 00 37-47:00 
8 Mark Kondrat 8:05 30:47:00 38:52:00 
9 Brent Molden 13:07 25:52:00 38:59:00 
10 Carisa Verdoia 11:10 28:0800 39:18:00 
11 Darci Murakawa 10:35 30:06:00 40:41:00 
1? Andy Rogers 11:55 29:3000 41:2500 
13 Andrian Vargas 12:13 30:33:00 42:46:00 
14 Aned Muniz 9:20 34-4800 44:08:00 
15 Alex Nichols 15:15 30:26:00 45:4100 
1fi Martin Quinones 13:17 34:23:00 47:40:00 
Peaman Results are in 
By Sean Baldwin 
CAMPUS RECREATION 
The results of the fourth Pea-
man Biathalon are in, and man 
could these people move. 
The event was held on Sun­
day, March 28. It consisted of 
a swim of 25 laps, that's 625 
yards or almost half a mile in 
the water. 
The fastest time for the swim 
was recorded by Mark Kondrat. 
He swam the required distance 
in just over 8 minutes. The of­
ficial time was 8:05, this was a 
59 seconds faster then anyone 
else that day. 
The fastest run of the day 
was ran by Rob Beamer. He 
ran the 3 mile run down into 
Tecolote Canyon and back to 
the pool at the Sports Center in 
19 minutes and 19 seconds. 
He also had the fastest over­
all time with 29:16. 
Congratulations to all the 
participants for giving up a 
Sunday to work on being in 
better shape. 
If you want more infor­
mation on the next Peaman 
Biathalon contact Aaron at 
aaron@dosgringos.net or call 
(858) 488-5981. 
I For more info or to sign-up. contact Campus Recreation x4533 1 
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Women's crew team earns San Diego City Championship 
By Evan Helmy 
STAFF WRITER 
Beep, Beep, Beep. Your alarm goes 
off at around 4 a.m. on Saturday morn­
ing. It was actually the alarms of the 
USD Crew teams. This past weekend 
both men's and women's crew teams 
competed at the annual San Diego City 
Championships here on Mission Bay. 
The races began at 6 a.m. and ended 
at 8 a.m and included UCSD and SDSU. 
This required a majority of the team 
members with one of the earliest wake 
up calls of the year. The race was a 
2,000-meter course that started at the 
ZLAC boathouse and ended right in 
front of the Bahia Hotel on Mission Bay. 
The first race of the day was the 
women's varsity eight who were fighting 
to defend their title as City Champions. 
SDSU, usually putting out one of the 
fastest women's teams on the West Coast, 
could not keep up with our Torero ladies 
this weekend. 
The ladies have been showing great 
speed this year and replayed that speed 
this weekend, winning back-to-back 
championships in the eights and fours. 
The line-up for the eight was at stroke: 
Rachel Gronvold, Emily Dosch, Lindsey 
Ekern, Kelsey Watters, Christy Baker, 
Trisha Zawidski, Amy Killam and bow 
seat Patti Withrow. 
Coach Theiman then picked four 
varsity girls to race in the varsity four 
category, just 30 minutes after win­
ning in the eight. The line up included 
. The Toreros posted a 7:08 in the eight 
category and an 8:24 in the four category 
to win both events. 
Varsity women's 
crew team won 
first place and 
took the cup at 
the San Diego 
City Champion­
ship on Mission 
Bay. 
COURTESY OF CHRISTY BAKER 
The women's var­
sity four, Rachel 
Gronvold, Kelsey 
Watters, Christy 
Baker and Trisha 
Zawidski posted 
an 8:24 to take 
the cup. 
Rower Christy Baker said after the 
race, "Power and might is what helped 
me down the course, but it was the trust, 
strength and heart of the entire team that 
achieved a win this weekend." USD de­
feated UCSD and SDSU to be this year's 
City Champions. 
Also competing this weekend was 
the junior varsity and novice boats. 
COURTESY OF CHRISTY BAKER 
The junior varsity, still showing some 
great speed this year, had some trouble 
reaching the quality they wanted on the 
water this weekend. They had an easy 
time beating UCSD, but came up short 
against SDSU. They put up a good fight 
and should be very proud of themselves, 
only following behind SDSU by less than 
five seconds in their race. 
Novice boats also showed some good 
speed this weekend. They could not get 
the results they wanted but their season 
is not over yet. They are looking to show 
some good quality rowing at WCC races 
in Sacramento. 
The novice eight race was a tough 
heat with SDSU, who every year produce 
some great speed. The novice boat fell 
short in the end and loosed to SDSU by 
six seconds but crushed UCSD by over 
17 seconds. The Toreros also entered 
two novice four boats and both boats 
beat UCSD, but they could not match 
the speed of the Novice four boat from 
SDSU. The ladies will compete in a race 
this weekend in Los Angeles for the 
Miller Cup. 
The men's team's having a very 
frustrating year and did not show off 
the speed that they were hoping for. In 
the varsity eight and four category, our 
men lost to both the UCSD and SDSU. 
UCSD, probably being the fastest they 
have ever been in eight years, showed 
tremendous speed this weekend. The 
varsity is hoping to jump back this week­
end at the Newport Regatta. 
The novice four had a very good 
showing this weekend, creating some 
great speed in their first showing in the 
four. The novices were winning the race 
by open water, but UCSD made a strong 
come back and in the end, in a frustrat­
ing result, the novice lost to UCSD by 
.66 seconds. 
The fire is building within our novices 
and they will be able to show their speed 
again this weekend at the Newport Re­
gatta in Newport Beach, Calif. 
USD Surf team looks for first national title 
FILE PHOTO 
A USD longboarder riding a wave at Mission Beach, San Diego. 
By Joe Jackson 
STAFF WRITER 
Despite being one of the smallest 
schools in the league, USD's surf team is 
favored to win the national championship 
for the college division of the National 
Scholastic Surfing Association (NSSA), 
the premier league for amateur surfers 
in the U.S. 
The NSSA is an amateur competition 
circuit which most professional surfers 
in the U.S. have used to make the move 
from amateur to professional. Nearly 
every American world champion surfer 
in the last 20 years came up through the 
NSSA competition circuit. 
A statement on the NSSA website re­
garding their success reads: "The NSSA 
has always taken great pride in producing 
more successful ASP surfers than any 
other amateur surfing association." 
There are 25 colleges competing in 
the college division of the NSSA circuit. 
USD is ranked within the top four teams 
that have a chance to take the national 
title this June. 
USD already placed first in the state 
championships, held March 20 to 21 at 
Churches beach in San Onofre. Concern­
ing this competition, the NSSA website 
predicted: "Darkhorse contender USD 
is looking capable to take it all, which 
would be a first ever championship title. 
for that team." 
When questioned about why USD was 
called a "darkhorse," Gayline Clifford, 
coordinator of the NSSA southwest con­
ference, said, "It is because USD would 
seem to have a harder time winning com­
petitions because it has a much smaller 
student body to draw athletes from than 
the other colleges." 
Despite the fact that USD has ap­
proximately one-fourth the number of 
students than the other 11 colleges in the 
league, it is still one of the most impres­
sive competitors. 
When asked why USD's surf team 
competes so well despite our small 
school size, team captain Dylan Slater 
said, "We have the top two male short 
board competitors, the top female short 
board competitor, and the top male long 
board competitor." 
Clifford was full of compliments for 
the two top male short board competitors, 
Sam Baugh and Slater. "They are two 
of the best athletes in this league be­
cause they are incredibly experienced," 
Clifford said. "Slater has been winning 
competitions with us since he was a 
little kid." 
Slater has been a standout competitor 
since he came to USD. This season he 
placed first overall in the state. He is 
currently ranked number one by a large 
margin ip the southwest qollege men's 
division of NSSA. 
Sam Baugh is a transfer from Mira 
Costa College who has won the national 
championship the last two years. 
Tommy Ostendorf is a very welcome 
new member of the team. As a freshman, 
he still places in the finals of nearly every 
competition. 
Erin Reitow, a junior originally from 
Hawaii, is one of the top female competi­
tors in the state. She recently finished 
first in the West Coast championships. 
Concerning upcoming national cham­
pionships, Slater said, "I have little doubt 
that the surf team can place first in the 
national championship if all of the mem­
bers show up to the competition." 
The only thing more surprising than 
the talent on the team considering the 
small size of USD is the lack of recogni­
tion the team gets on campus. Recently 
while giving a speech about his platform, 
a candidate for the A.S. Secretary of 
Athletics said that he would like to form 
a surf team at USD. Even a student 
who wanted to be in charge of athletics 
at USD did not know that there already 
was a club surf team."The competitions 
are held on nice beaches with a really fun 
atmosphere for spectators," Slater said. 
If you are going to be in Southern 
California June 18 to 19, go to the NSSA 
state championship at Salt Creek Beach 
in Dana Point and support your school's 
surf team. It promises to be an exciting 
competition. 
t \ X 
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NBA Opinion: A look at the 2004 playoffs 
By Brandon Gallawa 
GUEST WRITER 
The middle of April is here: birds are 
chirping, flowers are in bloom, and the 
best in the NBA are matching up in the 
playoffs. There are questions to be an­
swered, match-ups and players to watch, 
and predictions to be made. 
The great part about the playoffs isn't 
just looking at the box scores or crown­
ing the champs- it's the drama of the best 
players, coaches and teams in the league 
playing like there is no tomorrow. Here 
are a few things to watch instead of the 
box scores: 
There isn't a more exciting series than 
the Kings versus the Mavericks. There 
are two offensive juggernauts going 
head-to-head for the third year in a row. 
The only time we could normally see 
scoring and offensive execution this 
good would be on ESPN Classic. This 
series will be mid-1980s good. People 
want to know why scoring in the NBA is 
down, and the reason is these two teams 
have all the great shooters. 
This may sound crazy, but the Lakers 
becoming the second seed may hurt them 
more than it helps. The Rockets pres­
ent a lot more problems for the Lakers 
than the Mavericks would have. Yao 
Ming is becoming more versatile, more 
mobile and more of a presence on the 
court. Shaq should have problems 
guarding him just like he always does 
guarding on the perimeter. Factor that in 
with the Lakers' health and the Rockets' 
defense, and it could mean an early exit 
for the Lakers. The Lakers can't guard. 
and the Rockets have the personnel to 
run it. 
Carmelo Anthony in the playoffs. Plen­
ty of rookies make it into the playoffs, 
but few lead their respective teams into 
the playoffs. Melo was successful in 
college, winning a national champion-
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Sacramento Kings forward Peja Stojakov-
ic, left, drives to the basket past Dallas 
Mavericks forward Michael Finley. 
ship with Syracuse last year, and he 
has the make-up to be successful in the 
NBA. If Minnesota loses one of the first 
two at home, the Nuggets will have the 
confidence to push the series to at least 
six games. 
Not to turn this into a Western Con­
ference love fest, but there are four east 
coast teams with records at or below 
.500 in the playoffs. To put that into 
perspective, only five teams 
in the entire Western Confer­
ence were at or below that 
mark. There will be games 
with both teams not cracking 
the 80-point mark. 
Despite these negatives, 
there is still a reason to 
watch: the Pistons and the 
Pacers. Both teams have talent 
up to par with the West. Both 
teams have an inside presence 
that has been missing so long 
in the East. Most importantly, 
they are on a collision course 
with one another. When these 
two teams meet in the Eastern 
Conference Finals, the series 
will be one for the ages. 
5.The thing to watch is the 
Miami Heat. Not because of 
the incredibly talented Lamar 
Odom, nor because of the 
never-talked-about-enough 
rookie Dwayne Wade, but because of 
a guilty pleasure of mine, Rafer Alston 
with the Miami Heat. He is also known 
as streetball legend Skip-to-My-Lou. He 
can do things with the ball that Jason 
Williams, Jason Kidd, and every other 
point guard in the league can only dream 
about. He has had to tone it down some 
in order to fit his game into the NBA, but 
Alston will still embarrass people. The 
most amazing and impossible thing he'll 
do is have his hometown New Yorkers 
actually cheering for the Heat. 
Of course, what would an NBA play­
off article be without predictions on the 
outcome? 
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Denver Nuggets forward Carmelo Anthony (15) 
drives past San Antonio Spurs guard Hedo Turk-
oglu (14). 
Here are mine: Eastern Conference, 
Round 1: Pacers sweep Celtics, Heat 
over Hornets in 6, Pistons sweep Bucks, 
and the Knicks will upset the Knicks in 
7. In Round 2, Pacers over Heat in 6 and 
Pistons over Knicks in 5. The Pacers 
will edge the Pistons in 7 to represent 
the east. 
Western Conference, Round 1: T-
Wolves over Nuggets in 5, Kings over 
Mavs in 6, Spurs over Grizzlies in 5, 
and Rockets upset the Lakers in 7. In 
Round 2, the T-wolves over Kings in 7 
and Spurs over Rockets in 5. The Suprs 
will represent the West and beat the Pac­
ers in 6 games. 
Harris and Phan give USD golf high hopes for the future 
By Courtney Blokland 
STAFF WRITER 
As the USD men's golf season comes 
to a close, this year's team has many 
things to be pleased about. USD's new 
head coach, Tim Mickelson, has helped 
guide these golfers toward finishing 
fourth in last week's West Coast Confer­
ence Golf Championships. 
Also securing the standing of the 
team were standout performances by 
sophomore Jimmy Harris and freshman 
Brain Phan, who both earned individual 
honors. 
After competing in three rounds at 
the 2004 WCC Golf Championships at 
Riverbend Golf Club in Madera, Calif., 
over Easter Break, Harris's hard work 
paid off as he placed fifth overall while 
also claiming WCC All-Conference 
honors. 
This sophomore from El Cajon began 
playing golf with his dad and grandfa­
ther at the age of seven. Since then, he 
has continued playing throughout high 
school, receiving awards and honors 
there as well. In his junior year at Val­
halla High School, he was named Most 
Valuable Player, and during his senior 
year Harris was selected to the San Diego 
Union Tribune All-Academic team, and 
served as its team captain. 
With the highest GPA out of every 
high school golfer in the San Diego 
area, Harris prides himself most on his 
All-Academic team accomplishment, as 
it combined both his efforts as a student 
and as an athlete. 
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Golfers Jimmy Harris (left) and Brian Phan (right) pose for a picture at USD. 
Mickelson notes that Harris' biggest 
strength is his mind. "He knows what 
he can do and what he cannot do. With 
this, he has the ability to get the most out 
of each round everyday,"Mickelson said. 
Harris, a business major, has also set 
high hopes for himself. After finishing 
up his college degree, he plans to pursue 
his dreams of becoming a professional 
golfer. 
Phan has also brought a new excite­
ment to the men's golf team. Phan's fu­
ture is looking bright, as he just received 
All-Conference Honorable Mention 
for his performance at the WCC Golf 
Championships. 
Phan, who also began golfing with his 
dad during his childhood, was a standout 
golfer at Torrey Pines High School. In 
his first year at Torrey Pines, he was 
named Freshman Golfer of the Year, 
along with Most Valuable Player and 
First Team All-Palomar League in his 
junior year. 
Coach Mickelson praises Phan for 
bringing a sense of humor to the game-
and is looking forward to working with 
him for the next three years. His sense 
of humor brings a fun, relaxed atmo­
sphere to what can be a very stressful 
season. Both Harris and Phan enjoy the 
challenges that each new round of golf 
presents. "There is always room to im­
prove and everyday is something new," 
Harris said. 
Phan agrees. "If you make a bad shot, 
it always keeps bringing you back to 
make a good one." 
The game of golf has also taught each 
of these guys a thing or two about life. 
For Harris, perseverance has been his 
biggest asset. "Just because you work 
hard doesn't mean you are going to 
succeed. You have to keep trying and 
believe it will all come together." 
As for Phan, he has learned that pri­
oritizing the hectic schedule of a college 
athlete is a must. "I play my best when 
everything else is in order: academics, 
friends and my social life." 
While Mickelson believes the men's 
best performance took place at the WCC 
Championships last week with all the 
guys playing well at the same time, there 
is still always room for improvement. 
The future is indeed looking bright for 
the USD men's golf team, who will 
graduate only three of its members this 
year. 
The team concluded their season this 
past weekend at the Stanford Invitational 
Tournament. USD placed 17th overall at 
the final tournement of the year. 
